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Abstract A convertible authenticated encryption scheme allows a designated receiver to recover and verify a message simultaneously, during which the recipient can prove the dishonesty of the sender to any third party if the sender repudiates her signature later. In this paper, after showing some weaknesses in Wu et al.’s [21] and Huang et al ’s [10] convertible authenticated encryption schemes, we propose a practical convertible authenticated encryption scheme using self-certified public keys and then extend it to one with message linkages when the signing message is large. Each scheme could provide semantic security of the message, the signer’s public key can be simultaneously authenticated in checking a signature’ validity and only under the cooperation of the recipient could a verifier know to whom a specific signature is sent. Finally, we give a variant that could make a verifier know to whom a signature is sent while verifying its validity.
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Introduction



Convertible Authenticated Encryption A digital signature provides the functions of integration, authentication and nonrepudiation for a signing message. However, in some situations, a signature only needs to be verified by some specified recipients while keeping the message secret from the public. By modifying Nyberg et al.’s message recovery signature[14], Horster et al. [8] firstly proposed an authenticated encryption scheme with the above property. Since then, some similar schemes have been proposed [23,24,12,9,15,20]. However, since no one except the specified recipient can be convinced of the signer’s signature in an authenticated encryption scheme, so if the signer repudiates her signature later, it cannot make the recipient prove the dishonesty of the signer to any verifier without releasing his secret. To overcome this weakness, Araki et al. [2] proposed a convertible limited verifier scheme to enable the recipient to convert the signature to an ordinary one so that any verifier can verify its validity. But it needs the cooperation of the signer when the recipient converts the signature, which is obviously a weakness under the situation that the signer is unwilling to cooperate. Recently, Wu et al. [21] proposed a convertible authenticated encryption scheme. During which, the recipient can easily produce the ordinary signature without the cooperation of the signer, and if the signer wants to repudiate her signature, he can reveal the converted signature and then any verifier can prove the dishonesty of the signer. Unfortunately, Huang et al. [10] showed that Wu et al.’s scheme does not consider that once an intruder knows the message then he can also easily convert a signature into an ordinary one and claim that the signature is sent to him. Finally, they proposed a new convertible authenticated encryption scheme to solve this problem. On the other hand, if the signing message is large, the message must be divided into a sequence of small message blocks and each message block can be encrypted and signed as a signature block individually. But this approach has a weakness that an intruder can reorder or partially delete blocks so that the recipient cannot realize this. To overcome this weakness and reduce communication costs, some schemes with message linkages have been proposed[11,13,18,20]. Self-Certified Public Keys Since the signer’s public key must be used to verify a digital signature in a public key cryptosystem, it is necessary to check the public key’s correctness before proceeding to the signature verification. Girault [7] firstly introduced the notion of self-certified public keys, during which each user’s public keys is derived from the signature of the user’s identity with his secret key that is chosen by the user himself but created by the 2



system authority. The public key of each user need not be companied with a separate certificate to be authenticated by verifiers. The authentication of the public key can implicitly be accomplished with the signature verification.



By using self-certified public keys, the system authority need not maintain the public keys and the certificate directory, thus can reduce the amount of storage and computation cost. Our Contribution In this paper, we firstly show that either Wu et al.’s or Huang et al.’s scheme cannot provide semantic security for the message, that is, any adversary can determine whether his guessed message is the actual message signed by the original signer after he gets a valid signature. Furthermore, Huang et al.’s scheme has another weakness: once an adversary gets a valid signature on a specific message, then he can recover another message if he gets its corresponding signature.



Following, we propose a convertible authenticated encryption scheme using self-certified public keys, and then extend it to one with message linkages when the signing message is large. Each scheme provides semantic security of the message, i.e., after getting a valid signature, any adversary cannot determine whether his guessed message is the actual message; If the signer repudiates her signature later, then without the cooperation of the signer, the recipient can prove the dishonesty of the signer to any verifier by revealing the message and its converted signature; If the recipient does not reveal the converted signature, any verifier cannot check the message’s validity even though he gets its corresponding signature; A verifier can not know to whom a signature is sent while verifying its validity. Only under the cooperation of the recipient could a verifier determine whether a signature is sent to the recipient.



We also give a variant during which a verifier could know to whom a signature is sent while verifying its validity. Organization of the Paper The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly show some weaknesses in Wu et al.’s and Huang et al ’s convertible authenticated encryption schemes, respectively. In Section 3, we present a convertible authenticated encryption scheme using self-certified public keys, then extend it to a scheme with message linkages, and finally give a variant. In Section 4, we make a simple security analysis and computational complexity of the proposed schemes. A conclusion is made in Section. 5. 3
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Weaknesses in Wu et al.’s and Huang et al ’s Convertible Authenticated Encryption Schemes



Let’s firstly list some notation and parameters that will be used in this section only: Let p, q be two public large primes with q|p − 1, g be a public generator of order q in Zp and H(·) be a public one-way hash function. (xa , ya ) is the signer Alice’s secret and public keys, where ya = g xa mod q. (xb , yb ) is the recipient Bob’s secret and public keys, where yb = g xb mod q.



2.1



Wu et al.’s Scheme [21]



To produce the signature for M , the signer Alice first chooses an integer k from Zq∗ , and computes r1 = M · (H(ybk mod p)−1 ) mod p, r2 = H(M, H(g k mod p)−1 ) mod q, s = k − r2 · xa mod q, Finally, she sends the triple (r1 , r2 , s) to the recipient Bob. Bob first recovers the message as M = H((g s · yar2 )xb mod p) · r1 mod p, and checks if r2 = H(M, H(g s · yar2 mod p)) mod q. If it holds, then the signature is valid. Later on, if the signer Alice repudiates the signature, Bob can prove the dishonesty of Alice by revealing the converted signature (r2 , s) for message M . With this converted signature, anyone can verify its validity with the equation r2 = H(M, H(g s · yar2 mod p)−1 ) mod q. Weakness Suppose an adversary gets a valid (r1 , r2 , s), he can check whether his guessed message M ∗ satisfies r2 = H(M ∗ , H(g s · yar2 mod p)) mod q. If it holds, then he gets the actual message. So Wu et al.’s scheme cannot provide the semantic security of the message.



2.2



Huang et al.’s Scheme [10]



To produce the signature for M , the signer Alice randomly chooses an integers k from Zq∗ , and computes c = M · ybq−k mod p, r = H(M, yb , g k ) mod q, and s = k − r · xa mod q. Finally, she sends the triple (c, r, s) to the recipient Bob. ?



Bob first recovers the message as M = c · (yar · g s )xb mod p and checks r = H(M, yb , yar · g s ) mod q. If it holds, then the signature is valid. Later on,if the signer Alice repudiates the signature, Bob can prove the dishonesty of Alice by revealing the converted signature (r, s) for message M . 4



With this converted signature, anyone can verify its validity with equation r = H(M, yb , yar · g s ) mod q. Note that there is Bob’s public key yb in the verification equation, so any verifier can be convinced that the signature is sent to Bob. Weakness 1 Suppose an adversary gets a valid (c, r, s), he can determine whether his guessed message M ∗ is the actual message by checking if M ∗ satisfies r = H(M ∗ , yb , yar · g s ) mod q. So Huang et al.’s scheme cannot provide the semantic security of the message, too. Weakness 2 Suppose that the adversary has gotten a valid signature (c1 , r1 , s1 ) −s1 r1−1 mod p from on message M1 , then he can compute yaxb = (M1 · c−1 1 · yb ) s 1 xb r1 M1 = c1 · (ya · g ) mod p. Now if he gets another valid signature (c2 , r2 , s2 ) on message M2 , he can recover the message M2 as M2 = c2 · (yaxb )r2 · ybs2 mod p. So Huang et al.’s scheme is insecure.
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Proposed Practical Convertible Authenticated Encryption Schemes Using Self-certified Public Keys



Semantic security is of very importance to an authenticated encryption scheme for practical communications. Otherwise, if the possible messages are limited, then an adversary can eventually determine which message the signer signs by checking which satisfies the verification equalities. Under some real situations, the recipient may hope that a verifier does not know a signature is sent to him while checking its validity, but he may hope that he could prove this if he wants. Therefore, after he is convinced that exposing that he is the real recipient will benefit himself, he will prove that a signature is really sent to him, otherwise, he will not and just keep silent. While under other situations, the recipient may hope a verifier explicitly knows a signature is sent to him. In this section, we propose a basic convertible authenticated encryption scheme using self-certified public keys, and then extend it to a scheme with message linkages when the signing message is large. During these two schemes, a verifier cannot know to whom a signature is sent while checking its validity. At the end of this section, we present a variant, during which a verifier could know to whom a signature is sent while checking its validity. 5



3.1



A Basic Convertible Authenticated Encryption Scheme



The basic scheme consists of the following five phases: system initialization, signature generation, signature recovery and verification, conversion and recipient proof. System Initialization The trusted authority, TA, chooses two large and distinct primes p∗ , q ∗ , forms the other two large primes p = 2p∗ + 1 and q = 2q ∗ + 1, and computes n = p · q. Then, TA selects a generator g in Zn , where g has an order of p∗ q ∗ , and a public one-way hash function H(·). TA publishes n, g and H(·) to all users and keeps (p∗ , q ∗ , p, q) secret. When a user, Alice say, intends to join the system, she first chooses a secret key xa and computes pa = g xa mod n. Then she sends pa and her identity IDa −1 to TA. After receiving them, T A computes ya = (pa − IDa )H(IDa ) mod n as Alice’s public key. Alice can check the validity of ya by verifying the equation yaH(IDa ) + IDa = g xa mod n. Every participant in this cryptosystem must register in the same way. Signature Generation To sign a message M ∈ Zn to a recipient Bob, Alice does the following 1 , Step 1: Alice, who knows the identity IDb and the public key yb corresponding to the secret key xb of a recipient, Bob, randomly selects an integer x, and computes H(IDb )



r = M · (yb



xa H(IDb ) x·(yb +IDb )



v= g c = H(M, v, g x ), s = x − c · xa .



−x



+ IDb )



mod n,



mod n, (1)



Step 2: Alice sends the tuple (c, r, s) to the recipient Bob. Message Recovery and Verification After receiving the tuple (c, r, s), the recipient Bob, computes 1



During the scheme as well as the following schemes, we assume that Alice and Bob will keep g xa ·xb secret, which can be regarded as a long term session key between them.
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Ya = yaH(IDa ) + IDa mod n, M = r · (g s · Ya c )xb mod n, x v = (g s · Ya c )Ya b mod n. Then, Bob checks if the following equation holds: c = H(M, v, g s · Ya c ).



(2)



If it holds, then he is convinced that the signature is a valid signature from Alice. Rejects, otherwise. Conversion If the signer Alice wants to repudiate her signature later, the recipient Bob can prove Alice’s dishonesty to any verifier by revealing the message M and the parameter v for a given (c, s). Any verifier can check Alice’s dishonesty by Eqn. (2). Only if it holds does the verifier accept the signature is generated by Alice. If Bob does not reveal v, any verifier cannot check the validity of the message even though he gets the message M and the corresponding signature (c, r, s). Recipient Proof If Bob wants to prove to any verifier Tom that he is the real recipient, they can do as follows: Step 1: Bob first sends the message M , the parameter v and the signature (c, s) to Tom. Step 2: After determining Bob’s identity, Tom computes Ya = yaH(IDa ) + IDa mod n. and then checks if Eqn. (2) holds. If it holds, then he continues the following steps. Otherwise, terminates the protocol. Step 3: Tom selects a random integer k, computes K = (g s · Yac )k mod n and then sends K to Bob; xb



Step 4: After receiving K, Bob computes Z = K Ya mod n, and returns it to Tom. 7



Step 5: Tom computes Z ∗ = v k mod n, and checks if Z = Z ∗ holds. If it holds, then he is convinced that the signature is sent to Bob. Theorem 1 Given a valid signature (c, r, s), following the steps in the basic convertible authenticated encryption scheme, the recipient will surely recover and verify the message M from the signature. Proof : Since Ya = yaH(IDa ) + IDa mod n, therefore, r · (g s · Ya c )xb mod n = r · (g s · g c·xa )xb mod n H(IDb )



= r · (yb = M.



H(IDb )



+ IDb )s+c·xa mod n = r · (yb



+ IDb )x mod n x



Bob could also recover the parameter v, since v = (g s · Ya c )Ya b mod n = xa H(IDb ) +IDb ) g x·(yb mod n. Finally, he could verify the message by Eqn. (2). Note that only Alice could generate such a signature that satisfies the above equation, so Bob can determine whether a signature is valid or not.



3.2



A Convertible Authenticated Encryption Scheme with Message Linkages



For data communications, when the signing message M is large, it must be divided into a sequence of small message blocks {M1 , M2 , · · · , Ml }, Mi ∈ Zn , i = 1, 2, · · · , l. If each message block is encrypted and signed individually, it will require more computation and communication costs. To achieve computation and communication efficiency, we extend the basic scheme to a scheme with message linkages in this section. The scheme also consists of five phases: system initialization, signature generation, signature recovery and verification, conversion and recipient proof. The system initialization phase is the same as that in the basic scheme, so we will just describe the left four phases in the following. Signature Generation Alice carries out the following steps to generate the signature blocks for the large message M . Step 1: Alice lets r0 = 0 and chooses a random integer t, then computes ri = Mi × f (ri−1 ⊕ t) mod n for i = 1, 2, · · · , l, where f (·) is another public one-way hash function, and ⊕ denotes the exclusive OR operator. Step 2: Alice selects a random integer x, and computes 8



H(IDb )



r = t · (yb



−x



+ IDb )



mod n,



xa H(IDb ) x·(yb +IDb )



v=g mod n, L = H(M1 kM2 k · · · kMl ), c = H(L, v, g x ), s = x − c · xa ,



(3)



where k denotes string concatenation. Step 3: Finally, Alice sends (c, r, s, r1 , r2 , · · · , rl ) to Bob. Message Recovery and Verification After receiving the signature (c, r, s, r1 , r2 , · · · , rl ), Bob carries out the following steps to recover the message and verifies the signature by using his secret key xb , Alice’s public key ya and her IDa : Step 1: Bob computes Ya = yaH(IDa ) + IDa mod n, x v = (g s · Ya c )Ya b mod n, t = r · (g s · Ya c )xb mod n. Step 2: Bob recovers the message block {M1 , M2 , · · · , Ml } as follows: Mi = ri · f (ri−1 ⊕ t)−1 mod n, (i = 1, 2, · · · , l, r0 = 0). Step 3: Bob computes L = H(M1 kM2 k · · · kMl ). Then, Bob checks if the following equation holds: c = H(L, v, g s · Ya c ).



(4)



If Eqn.(4) holds, then he is convinced that the signature is a valid signature from Alice. Rejects, otherwise. Conversion If the signer Alice wants to repudiate her signature later, the recipient Bob can prove the dishonesty of Alice by revealing the message block {M1 , M2 , · · · , Ml } and the parameter v for a given (c, s). Any verifier can check if Eqn. (4) holds 9



after computing L = H(M1 kM2 k · · · kMl ). Only if it holds does the verifier accept the signature is generated by Alice. Recipient Proof If Bob wants to prove to any verifier Tom that he is the real recipient, they can do as follows: Step 1: Bob first sends the message block {M1 , M2 , · · · , Ml }, the parameter v and the signature (c, s) to Tom. Step 2: After determining Bob’s identity, Tom computes Ya = yaH(IDa ) + IDa mod n, L = H(M1 kM2 k · · · kMl ), and then checks if Eqn. (4) holds. If it holds, then he continues the following steps. Otherwise, terminates the protocol. The left steps are the same as the recipient proof phase in the basic scheme. Theorem 2 If a valid signature (c, r, s, r1 , r2 , · · · , rl ) is produced by the convertible authenticated encryption scheme with message linkages, the recipient will surely recover and verify the correct message M from the signature. Proof : Since Ya = yaH(IDa ) + IDa mod n and x = s + c · xa , so we have xa H(IDb ) x +IDb ) mod n = (g s · Ya c )Ya b mod n = v. v = g x·(yb H(ID )



−x



b + IDb ) mod n, therefore the recipient Bob can recover Since r = t · (yb c xb s t = r · (g · Ya ) mod n by using his secret key xb . Next, he could recover the message Mi by computing Mi = ri ·f (ri−1 ⊕t)−1 mod n, for i = 1, 2, · · · , l, (r0 = 0). Consequently, he can compute L = H(M1 kM2 k · · · kMl ), and check the validity of the signature by Eqn. (4).



3.3



Variant



During the above two schemes, if we replace the two equalities Eqns.(1) and (3) with the following two equalities Eqns.(5) and (6), respectively, c = H(M, v, yb , g x ), c = H(L, v, yb , g x ),



(5) (6)



and correspondingly, Eqns.(2) and (4) will be the following Eqns.(7) and (8), respectively, 10



c = H(M, v, yb , g s · Yac ), c = H(L, v, yb , g s · Yac ).



(7) (8)



Obviously, any verifier could know to whom a signature is sent while verifying its validity, since yb is used in the verification equalities.
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4.1



Analysis of the Proposed Schemes



Security



The security of our schemes is based on the following three difficult problems: Discrete logarithm modulo a composite(DLMC)[1]: Given a large composite n of two primes, p and q, a generator g over Zn , and y = g x mod n, it is computationally infeasible to derive x. Factorization (FAC)[1]: Given a large composite n of two primes, p and q, it is computationally infeasible to find p and q. Intractability of reversing a one-way hash function(OWHF)[4]: It is computationally infeasible to derive x from a given hashed value H(x), or to find two different values x, x∗ such that H(x) = H(x∗ ). Correctness: From Theorem (1) and (2), we can see the correctness of our schemes is sound. Now, let’s first consider the security in the basic scheme. Unforgeability: The self-certified public keys’ security is the same as that in [7]. Under the intractability of F AC, anyone except T A cannot get p∗ , q ∗ , p and q from n. During the signature generation phase, anyone except the signer cannot generate a valid signature, since it needs the secret key xa to complete the signature. Assume an intruder intends to reveal the secret key xa from the equation s = x−c·xa . For a given signature (c, r, s), there is one more unknown parameter x in each equation s = x − c · xa . Since the intruder cannot compute x from g x = g s · Yac mod n under the intractability of DLMC, so he cannot get the secret key xa of the signer from the single equation. And every time when signing a signature, the parameter x will be different, so the number of secret parameters is always greater than the number of available equations. Therefore, the intruder cannot work successfully. If an adversary wants to directly forge a signature on some message that satisfies c = H(M, v, g s · Yac ) mod n, he must face the DLMC or OWHF problem. Any modification to the triple (c, r, s) will cause the inequality c 6= H(M, v, g s · Yac ) mod n hold.
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Confidentiality: Only by using the secret key xb of the recipient could the message M be correctly recovered during the message recovery and verification phase. After an adversary gets the signature (c, r, s), he cannot guess the corresponding message M , since he can neither correctly compute the parameter v from the signature, nor could he express the parameter v with his guessed message M ∗ , the public parameters ya , yb or the signature (c, r, s). So our basic convertible authenticated encryption scheme provides semantic security of the message M . The reason for semantic security is that an adversary cannot get Ybxa (or Yaxb ) even if he once gets a message M and its corresponding converted signature (c, s, v). Undeniability: Under the intractability of DMLC, FAC and OWHF, anyone except the signer Alice cannot get a group of c, v, s and M that satisfy Eqn.(2). During the conversion phase, if Bob do not reveal the parameter v, any verifier cannot verify the validity of the signature, even he knows the message M and the signature (c, r, s). After Bob reveals M, v and (c, s), any third party can check its validity by checking Eqn.(2). By using Ya , the verifier can determine whether a signature is created by Alice. Since only the signer Alice could create such a signature that satisfies Eqn.(2), so once she creates a valid signature, she cannot repudiate her signature creation against anyone. The same security is with our scheme with message linkages. Note that it needs the secret key xb to recover the parameter t, so anyone else cannot compute it, and cannot process further. If (r1 , r2 , · · · , rl ) is modified, deleted or replicated, then the recovered message block will be different, which will cause the recovered L is not equal to the original L. The signature will not pass the verification equations. Since t is protected in the one-way hash function f (·), an adversary cannot derive t from f (ri−1 ⊕ t) = ri · Mi−1 mod n after he gets one block Mi . 4.2



Computational Complexity



Let Ti denote the time for one inverse computation with modulo n, Te denote the time for one exponentiation computation with modulo n, Tnm denote the time for one multiplication computation without modulo n, Tm denote the time for one multiplication computation with modulo n, Th denote the time for executing the adopted one-way hash function in each scheme, and |x| mean the bit length of an integer x. Then let’s show the computational complexity in each scheme 2 . The computational complexity in each phase of the basic scheme is as follows, signature We assume Alice precomputes Yb = ybIDb + IDb mod n and Ybxa mod n and Bob precomputes Ya = yaIDa + IDa mod n and Yaxb mod n.
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generation phase is 3Te + 2Tnm + Th + Tm + Ti , message recovery phase is 2Te + 2Tm , message verification phase is Te + Th , signature conversion phase is 0, conversion verification phase is 3Te + 2Th + Tm and recipient proof phase is 6Te + 2Th + Tm . The computational complexity in each phase of the scheme with message linkages is as follows, signature generation phase is (l + 2)Th + (l + 1)Tm + 3Te + 2Tnm + Ti , message recovery phase is (l + 2)Tm + lTh + lTi + 2Te , message verification phase is 4Te + 2Th + Tm , signature conversion phase is 0, conversion verification phase is 3Te +3Th +Tm and recipient proof phase is 6Te +3Th +Tm . Each variant has the same communication costs and computational complexity as its corresponding scheme except that it does not need a recipient proof phase.
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Conclusion



After showing some weaknesses in Wu et al.’s [21] and Huang et al ’s [10] convertible authenticated encryption schemes, we propose a convertible authenticated encryption scheme using self-certified public keys, so that the signer’s public key can be simultaneously authenticated in checking a signature’ validity. Then, we extend it to one with message linkages when the signing message is large. Each proposed scheme provides semantic security of the message, that is, after getting a valid signature, any adversary cannot determine whether his guessed message is the actual message by checking if it satisfies the verification equalities; Only under the cooperation of the recipient could a verifier know to whom a specific signature is sent. We also give a variant, during which a verifier could know to whom a signature is sent while verifying its validity.
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